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ABSTRACT
The long-awaited smart home revolution has arrived, and with it
comes the challenge of managing dozens of potentially vulnerable
network devices by average users. While research has developed
techniques to fingerprint these devices, and even provide for sophisticated network access control models, such techniques are too
complex for end users to manage, require sophisticated systems
or unavailable public device descriptions, and proposed network
policies have not been tested against real device behaviors. As a
result, none of these solutions are available to users today.
In this paper, we present Hestia, a mechanism to enforce simplebut-effective network isolation policies. Hestia segments the network into just two device categories: controllers (e.g., Smart Hubs)
and non-controllers (e.g., motion sensors and smart lightbulbs).
The key insight (validated with a large IoT dataset) is that noncontrollers only connect to cloud endpoints and controller devices,
and practically never to each other over IP networks. This means
that non-controllers can be isolated from each other without preventing functionality. Perhaps more importantly, smart home owners need only specify which devices are controllers. We develop
a prototype and show negligible performance overhead resulting
from the increased isolation. Hestia drastically improves smart
home security without complex, unwieldy policies or lengthy learning of device behaviors.
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INTRODUCTION

Internet connected home devices, once a niche product category, are
now a normal part of consumers’ lives. In the United States alone,
33.2% of homes have at least one smart device, and this number is
expected to grow to 53.9% in the next four years [21]. The value
of these devices comes in part from their ability to be automated
and controlled in tandem from single interfaces like smart hubs.
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Not only do these devices provide the convenience of remotely
monitoring temperature and carbon monoxide sensors, accessing
video surveillance, tracking pets’ movements, and remotely locking
doors, they permit recipes like scheduling lights, music, and coffee
for breakfast time. As a result, devices of varying computational
ability manufactured by different vendors are filling homes, in some
cases tripling the number of Internet-connected devices.
These devices, individually and in toto, create significant security concerns. Not only are they deployed to perform sensitive
tasks (e.g., cameras monitoring children) but also play important
safety roles (e.g., door locks, smoke detection). Moreover, repeated
security flaws leading to severe operational failure [10], mass exploitation [3], and use of devices as a pivot to attack other networked devices [22] mean trust in the average device is largely
misplaced. Popular devices have been found to be exploitable from
the local network [8, 16], creating the very real threat that a single
compromised device may then attack other local devices. Prior incidents [8, 22] where IoT devices have been exploited to compromise
other systems on the same network make this threat clear. The fact
that these devices are collections of diverse hardware and software
complicates any and every host-based security solution. The sheer
number of devices alone currently or soon-to-be deployed means
that users would be overwhelmed with managing any host-based
security solution.
In this paper, we present a new system, Hestia, whose goal is
to reduce risk of compromise in smart homes by implementing
a least-privilege network policy. We first note that smart home
networks consist of a few controller devices, like automation hubs
and personal assistants that provide user interfaces, and the remaining non-controller devices that perform sensing, monitoring,
or actuating duties. We find that almost without exception, noncontroller devices only communicate with controllers and the cloud,
and never directly from non-controller device-to-device. The key
insight behind Hestia is that we can isolate individual smart home
non-controller devices to only communicate with controllers and
the cloud and no other devices. This provides a drastic reduction
in possible communication paths — approximating least-privilege
access to the network for non-controller devices. Configuration
is then incredibly straightforward: users need only specify which
devices are controllers.
This paper makes the following contributions:
• We demonstrate that our controller–non-controller dichotomy
is robust using a large public dataset of over 40 smart home
devices [2].
• We then construct a prototype of Hestia as a SDN application
for Open vSwitch; in so doing, we address policy management, enforcement, and device discovery.
• We demonstrate that Hestia provides significantly enhanced
isolation with minimal performance impacts compared to a
stock wireless access point.

Table 1: Device categorization on the YourThings data set

We are not the first to explore network policies to constrain IoT
device behavior. However, prior work either proposes enforcement
mechanisms without testing or validating policies [15], or requires
fine-grained policies [4] that require significant investment to specify or discover using (fallible) learning methods. This work provides
a validated policy that can be deployed today with minimal effort.
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IS A SIMPLE MODEL PRACTICAL?

In this paper we are interested in applying a least privilege network policy to reduce the risks posed by vulnerable IoT devices
to other devices on the local network. The critical challenge in
a least privilege policy is: how do we determine what privileges
a device needs? While industry mechanisms like MUD specification [14] can provide fine grained device behavior descriptions,
they are currently not implemented for today’s devices, and may
never be implemented for low-cost offerings. Other proposed systems [5, 11, 15] leverage machine learning to learn device behaviors,
but still ultimately result in complex, unwieldy policies.
We hypothesized a simpler solution could be equally effective.
We begin with the hypothesis that IoT devices primarily connect
only to a smart hub or controllers, and not to other IoT devices
or user devices (e.g., laptops). Loosely, controller devices receive
control inputs from users, like Google Home or Alexa hubs, and
execute certain actions on other non-controller IoT devices, like
door locks or light bulbs. If this hypothesis held, we realized that a
least privilege policy need only allow data flows between individual
IoT devices and controllers, preventing compromised IoT devices
from successfully targeting other non-controller devices. Such a
policy can be implemented simply, with far less complexity or user
input than other methods. In this section, we demonstrate using
a previously-published large IoT dataset [2] that this approach is
feasible, leading the way to the development of our system, Hestia.
The following section then provides an insight on the goals of such
a design followed by an overview of our system.

2.1

Policy Evaluation

In prior work, Alrawi et al. [2] released the YourThings dataset that
includes 46 labelled smart home devices and the network traffic
they generated during a manual assessment of each device. They
recorded the device interactions on the network at 5 minute intervals over a period of 10 days. We use these captures to validate our
hypothesis that a mere distinction of controllers and non-controllers
is sufficient to achieve least privilege network policy.
2.1.1 Experiment. To test our hypothesis, we first manually classified the smart home devices in the YourThings data set into controllers and non-controllers. Our classification criteria was that devices which have one or more user-facing control interface (voice,
app, etc.) and can execute actions on other IoT devices are controllers, while any other IoT devices are not. For instance, if a smart
TV has Alexa integrated and the manufacturer’s website details
that it can be used to control other devices in the network then
we identify it to be a controller. Whereas a smart light bulb may
be accompanied by an app on the users smart phone, but in no
scenario can it send instructions to any other IoT device in the
network. In most cases, necessary information about the device
was accessible directly from the manufacturers landing page for

Distinguishing Feature
None
Voice Assistant
Remote Control Hub
Home Router

No. of Devices
26
10
9
1

Category
non-controllers
controllers
controllers
controllers

their device. This process was fast and could be repeated by users
with limited technical expertise.
Table 1 shows the number of devices that were classified as controllers and non-controllers in the data set and the distinguishing
features used to determine this classification. We identified a total
of 20 out of the 46 labelled devices to be a controller in the network.
The next step was to filter the recorded network data for local network communication and evaluate our policy. We used the
scapy Python library to filter all the local network packets from
each network capture and aggregated all device communications
for each day of the recordings. Once we had the aggregated network communication data, we created a src - dst mapping of devices
where a unique mapping was created on a per-day basis.1 The goal
was to achieve an insight on which devices are able to send messages to each other (within each 24-hr period), and thus if we found
at least one instance of a packet exchange between two sets of
devices on the network then we recorded it in our mapping.
2.1.2 Findings. Using the src - dst mapping of device interactions
obtained for each day, we found that there were a total of 426
device-to-device communications that took place over the 10 day
period. Since we created these mappings on a day-to-day basis,
these include repeated instances of device-to-device interactions
over several days. We determined that 54.69% of these device interactions were between devices that we had identified to be acting
as the controllers in the network. We also found that 45.07% of
connections occurred between controllers and non-controllers preserving our hypothesis that non-controllers need controllers to
function. All of these packets conformed to our initial hypothesis
that communication from IoT devices is constrained to controllers
within the local network.
Our analysis revealed a single exception to the policy. We found
that two packets were exchanged between two non-controllers: a
D-Link DCS5009L camera and a Belkin Netcam. This was a UPnP
device discovery initiated by the D-Link camera requesting the
device details of Belkin Netcam. This device discovery was spurious
and was not necessary for legitimate functionality. In fact, it serves
as an example of the unnecessary and unauthorized network traffic
we seek to prevent. While we believe this traffic was innocuous, it
is similar to known attacks against the Belkin Netcam [17].
2.1.3 Takeaway. These empirical results validate our hypothesis
that a simple network policy limiting IoT device traffic on the local
network to only controller devices can be deployed in practice today
with virtually no disruption to the proper function of these devices.
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PROBLEM

As demonstrated in Section 2, non-controller devices only require
network communication with the Internet and controller devices.
This observation offers an opportunity to enforce a network access
1 The

devices and configurations vary from day-to-day in the YourThings dataset

control policy that is both simple to specify and approaches least
privilege. In this section, we describe the problem via an example
scenario. We then define the threat model for Hestia.
Problem Scenario: Setting up a seemingly innocent user appliance, like a smart coffee maker, involves three key steps. First, the
user installs the coffee maker in the desired location and uses an
accompanying smartphone app to connect to it, often via Bluetooth.
Second, the coffee maker attaches to the home WiFi network. It
either automatically uses the same WiFi SSID as the smartphone,
or discovers all available WiFi SSIDs and asks the user, through
the accompanying app, to select one and provide credentials. Finally, as the coffee maker connects to the WiFi network, remaining
connected until changes are made by the user. Note that users
are sometimes recommended to use network segmentation, or a
separate SSID just for smart home devices; however, doing so complicates setup (e.g., if the SSID of the smartphone is cloned) and
often adds network management overhead for average users.
The purpose of a smart coffee maker is quite specific: it brews
coffee based on a schedule or when it receives a command from
the user. It needs to be connected to the home WiFi network, and
receive these user commands only from a supported controller platform. The coffee maker is a non-controller device and thus should
not communicate with other non-controllers, like the printer, the
refrigerator, or the security camera on the network. By having full
access to the LAN, the coffee maker is thus over-privileged. Because these smart home appliances are essentially fully-featured,
Internet-connected Linux computers, vulnerabilities in their implementation [8] mean attackers can use it as a pivot to attack the
entire network. This paper seeks to define an approximation of
least privilege network access for smart home devices that would
mitigate such a network compromise, while balancing usability.
Threat Model: We consider a smart home network where users
have multiple smart home appliances, like a smart coffee maker,
all connected to a consumer-grade router. By deploying all devices
on a shared network space, users put the same level of trust on
all connected devices. We assume that an adversary can discover
the vulnerable devices in a users’ household using malicious smartphone apps [20], by exploiting HTML error messages [1], or by
simply gaining physical control of the device [7]. Once the attacker
has gained access to a device, they can maliciously gather sensitive information from other connected devices (e.g., unique device
identifiers) [1], use lateral movement to steal user data from the
network-attached storage unit [22], or discover a vulnerable security camera on the local network and attack it remotely [10].
Network compromises such as these are known as "Rube Goldberg"
attacks, where attackers penetrate the local network through a vulnerable device, and then use it to exploit other connected systems.
Note that many user devices, including NAS, coffee makers, and
security cameras, are non-controller devices and do not need to
interact with each other. Like other network access control systems
(e.g. firewalls), we recognize that detection of attacks (e.g. NAT hole
punching) and compromised devices (e.g. botnet infections [3]) will
have orthogonal solutions [9, 15].

Figure 1: Hestia provides virtual partitions around non-controller
devices while allowing controller devices to communicate with all
non-controller devices and each other. All devices can communicate
with the Internet.
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HESTIA

As motivated by our empirical evaluation in Section 2, Hestia is
designed to enforce a simple policy: non-controller devices may only
communicate with controllers and the WAN. This policy allows for a
simple policy specification, only requiring knowledge of the linklayer addresses of controller devices. While not explicitly included
or evaluated in our design, we reasonably assume the existence of
a mechanism for an end user to designate a device as a controller,
either a priori or during first the connection. Enforcing this simple
policy requires overcoming the following research challenges.
• Existing LAN network access control mechanisms do not mediate between devices on the same LAN. VLANs and separate
WiFi SSIDs unnecessarily complicate network setup, and are
incompatible with many consumer smart home devices that
(a) automatically use the SSID of the smartphone performing
setup, and (b) use multicast discovery protocols.
• Multicast discovery packets from non-controller devices must
not reach other non-controller devices. Discovery protocols
such as mDNS and SSDP commonly use multicast packets.
Network layer multicast packets are broadcast to the link
layer, allowing devices to respond if they are configured for
that multicast address.
Hestia addresses the first research challenge using Software
Defined Networking (SDN) primitives. Specifically, we modify an
OpenWRT firmware to include an OvS (Open vSwitch) soft switch
that relays packets to a Ryu-based SDN controller application (potentially running on the router). Through this SDN-based instrumentation, Hestia is able to mediate network communication between devices on the same LAN, without the need for VLANs or
multiple SSIDs. To address the second challenge, Hestia provides a
generic solution that supports mDNS, SSDP, and other multicast
discovery protocols without specific knowledge of the protocols.
To do so, Hestia uses the group table feature of OpenFlow 1.3 to
selectively duplicate multicast packets at the link-layer and send a
unicast version to controller devices.
Figure 1 overviews the Hestia architecture. The WiFi router instrumented with Hestia is configured with the MAC addresses of
all controller devices. By default, a device is a non-controller device. Since non-controller devices can communicate with controller
devices and the WAN, most devices will work automatically when
they are connected to the LAN. When the first packet of a new

flow arrives at the router’s WiFi interface, the Open vSwitch sends
the packet header information to the Ryu-based SDN controller
application. The SDN controller inspects the source and destination
MAC addresses. If the flow is allowed, an OpenFlow flow-mod is
sent back to Open vSwitch, permitting subsequent packets in the
flow to forward without the involvement of the SDN controller. If
the destination MAC address is one of a set of multicast addresses
used by device discovery protocols, Hestia uses the group table
feature of OpenFlow 1.3 to define action buckets that automatically
duplicate the payload and unicast send it to controller devices. The
remainder of this section describes the design of Hestia.

4.1

Enforcement

Hestia is configured with a list of identified controller devices. Our
implementation uses a JSON file enumerating the MAC addresses.
We envision two ways for Hestia to obtain this list. A straightforward way is for the user to identify each controller device when it
is added to the WiFi network for the first time. This specification
could occur via the router’s configuration web interface, or via a
companion smartphone application. As an automated alternative,
Hestia could be combined with IoT device fingerprinting system
such as IoT Sentinel [15] (though “controller” annotations would be
needed). Even with automation, Hestia should allow the end users
to manually designate controller devices as needed (e.g., to add
specific non-IoT devices such as smartphones and laptops). Note
that not every smartphone or laptop needs to be a controller device.
Only those requiring connections to other devices on the LAN need
to be controllers.
Hestia uses Open vSwitch to mediate packets between all devices on the LAN. In normal WiFi access points (APs), the wireless
interface behaves as a bridge between the wireless clients. If a
frame originating from a wireless client is destined for another
client connected to the same wireless interface, then the frame is
directly sent to the other client without going through the network
stack (bypassing Open vSwitch). To force frames to go through
the network stack, we enable wireless isolation mode (also called
AP isolation or peer-to-peer blocking), which is available in standard APs. By default, wireless isolation will prevent all wireless
clients from communicating with one another. However, SDN can
selectively re-enable communication that adheres to the policy [12].
To do so, we configure Open vSwitch to forward packets to the
ingress port (OFPActionOutput(ofproto.OFPP_IN_PORT)) when
communication is between two wireless clients.
We implemented the Hestia SDN controller application using
Ryu. Ryu is relatively lightweight and Python-based, allowing it
to run on newer commodity routers with more resources, or via a
directly connected device (e.g., Raspberry Pi). Hestia installs flow
rules based on the device categorization to create a categorical
entity abstraction, as shown in Figure 1. Devices are classified as
“non-controller” by default. All non-controller devices are isolated
such that they can initiate connections to the Internet and controller devices, but not to other non-controller devices. Therefore,
a controller device not designated as such will still have partial
functionality (e.g., Internet connectivity). Once a device is specified
as a controller, it may act as a traditional device on a LAN. Finally,
whenever the controller list is updated, Hestia flushes all OpenFlow

rules to ensure proper operation. In effect, this enforcement maps
to a loose approximation of least privilege based on the network
functionality, as we observed in Section 2.

4.2

Selective Device Discovery

Since most homes use dynamic IP assignment (i.e., DHCP) and do
not run internal DNS servers, controller devices use discovery protocols to connect to smart home devices. For example, mDNS and
SSDP discover devices by sending multicast packets, which reach
the NIC of all devices on the LAN. Devices configured as mDNS
or SSDP listeners consume the multicast packet and respond using
protocol-specific conventions. Hestia carefully controls device discovery packets to prevent non-controller devices from performing
network reconnaissance and discovery protocol-based attacks.
Hestia seeks a generic approach for handling device discovery
that works without protocol-specific knowledge of mDNS and SSDP.
Standard network implementations handle multicast packets by
copying the original packet from the source and broadcasting it to
all connected devices with a MAC layer destination address of the
desired multicast group. To achieve selective isolation for multicast
communication, Hestia must control which devices can receive the
multicast packet.
To efficiently mediate multicast device discovery protocols, Hestia uses the group table feature in OpenFlow 1.3. Group tables allow
an SDN controller to define action buckets that automatically duplicate the packet for each action target. When a non-controller sends
a multicast packet, Hestia creates a group table that matches on the
source MAC address of the non-controller and the destination MAC
address of each multicast group. We then use the action buckets
to specify an action for each controller MAC address. In doing so,
Open vSwitch effectively converts multicast packets into unicast
packets, without sending the packet payload to the SDN controller
application. Note that multicast packets from controller devices are
forwarded as normal.

4.3

Implementation

We implemented Hestia on top of a custom OpenWrt firmware with
Open vSwitch and Hostapd pre-compiled. We removed the default
Linux bridge and separately added an Open vSwitch bridge. We
used the Ryu SDN framework and implemented the Hestia SDN
controller in 320 lines of Python.
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EVALUATION

The previous section described the design of Hestia. In this section, we show that Hestia has negligible performance impact. Our
network evaluation explores a total 12 different experimental conditions. To evaluate the network performance of Hestia, we want
to investigate the impacts on latency and throughput to all communication types: device-to-device, device-to-cloud, and multicast
messages. For all message types, we also consider the difference
in non-controller-to-controller flows and controller-to-controller
flows. For each measurement, we compare Hestia to the stock OpenWRT firmware and the default “Simple Switch” Ryu app.
We measure three key variables: first packet latency, average
(non-first) packet latency, and average throughput. We distinguish
the first packet of each flow from subsequent packets because SDN

(a)
(b)
(c)
Figure 2: Hestia adds negligible overhead to latency or throughput when compared against a default SDN app

systems must forward the first packet of a new flow to the SDN
controller to make a routing decision, increasing the latency of
establishing the flow. Subsequent packets are not referred to the
SDN controller and are unaffected by this additional latency.
For each round of the latency experiment we send 10 ICMP
ping messages to measure latency between two devices or between
the device and the WAN (google.com). We run 100 rounds of this
experiment for each experimental condition, with a 5 second delay
between rounds. When testing an SDN app, we cleared all flow
rules to ensure that each run reflects the latency of a new flow.
Most latency measurement tools, including ping, do not support
multicast latency experiments. To evaluate multicast latency, we
developed a tool using the Python socket library that measures the
time to receive TCP SYN-ACK packets in response to a SYN packet
sent to a multicast address. We conduct this test with 2 receiving
laptops and one sending laptop. For each experimental condition
we run 100 rounds, with a 5 second delay between each round, and
clear all flow rules between each run.
For each round of throughput measurements we use the iperf
tool to conduct a 10-second TCP bandwidth measurement; each
round was repeated 20 times for each experimental condition, with
a five second delay between experiments. Like the latency experiments, we cleared all installed flow rules between each run.
Our experiment testbed network consists of a standard home
router (Linksys WRT 1900 ACSv2) running OpenWRT LEDE 17.01,
a Linux desktop serving as the SDN controller, a Macbook Air (Mid
2009) used to generate test traffic, and seven other user devices including smart phones, tablets, laptops, and eBook readers. Because
we are evaluating WiFi performance, actual device type will have
a negligible effect on latency and throughput. Since Hestia categorizes all IoT devices as either controllers or non-controllers, we
performed separate sets of experiments with the Macbook acting
as a controller and as a non-controller. Additionally, we configured
all of the other 7 devices as the non-controllers in the network
so multicast packets are sent to all connected devices by the AP,
ensuring uniformity across all experiments. We note that we use
the desktop as the SDN controller for convenient deployment; in so
doing, we overestimate the network latencies due to the controller.
Future deployments can integrate the controller directly into the
access point to further reduce latency.

Results: Figure 2 shows the results of our experiments, with the
first two subfigures showing latency results. Each bar is shown
with an error bar indicating standard error. First, we can observe in
Figure 2a that in all communication settings and devices, average
latency is largely constant, indicating that Hestia performs on par
with both a stock OpenWRT image and a stock SDN app. Naturally,
we see that local communications have lower latency than those to
the WAN. We also see that multicast packets have drastically higher
latency; this is because multicast implementations wait a random
amount of time before responding to avoid collisions. The one
exception to these trends is in the non-controller multicast latency,
which is lower than any other setting because the multicast packet
is converted into a series of unicast packets and sent to only a
specific set of devices (controllers). This is also an indication that
Hestia is providing isolation correctly.
Second, in Figure 2b, we see that the latency for first packets
only is significantly higher for all SDN systems, including both the
SimpleSwitch app and Hestia, than for the stock access point. This
is simply due to the first packet being forwarded to the controller
for a flow decision. Hestia performs similarly to SimpleSwitch in
all test cases except for non-controller multicast latency, which is
faster for the same reason as the previous experiments.
Finally, Figure 2c shows the results of our throughput experiment.
Similar to our previous experiments, we find that Hestia does not
negatively impact throughput.
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RELATED WORK

Recent work on securing smart home deployments has focused on
traditional mechanisms such as intrusion detection [18], behavioral
fingerprinting of IoT devices [5, 11], whitelisting connections at
the gateway router [4], or providing new security abstractions by
authenticating application data flows on devices [6, 13, 23]. Unfortunately these mechanisms either require a redesign of legacy devices,
are not scalable for the constantly evolving smart home ecosystem,
or focus solely on selected appified platforms. Prior work has also
proposed providing access control to devices based on the context
of their environmental situation [19]. However such systems require implementation in the IoT stack of several frameworks from
all manufacturers, making it not readily deployable currently.

Closest to Hestia, prior work has provided policy for device communication [4] and monitored device connections using gateway
controller devices [11, 15, 23]. Barrera et al. [4] address device-tocloud communication by whitelisting device connections at the
gateway router. However, their fine-grained policy will be difficult
to manage as devices gain features allowing customization or extensibility. Since certain smart home products support interfacing
with a variety of cloud services, enumerating all possible features
in an exhaustive firewall policy will become infeasible. To address
the security of device-to-device communication, IoTSec [23] analyzes data flows from IoT devices, and allow interactions based on
an application level policy. IoT-Sentinel [15] and IoTurva [11] are
designed with a similar architecture in mind. They create ad hoc
network overlays for connected devices and use OpenFlow rules to
constrain the communication from vulnerable devices. They provide sophisticated ways of identifying a vulnerable device (through
an IoT Security Service) and confine its traffic flows using network
isolation policies. Their enforcement mechanism, however, only
addresses unicast communication from devices. This means that
an adversary could still use multicast packets to gain sensitive
information from connected devices.
Unlike prior work, Hestia achieves enhanced isolation between
devices by mediating service discovery and providing default network policies that are validated for effective deployment. Hestia
provides a default access control mechanism for smart home devices, approaching least-privilege, being user-configurable to scale
with the changing smart home environment, and simple enough to
be readily deployable today.

7

CONCLUSION

The growing number of IoT devices emerging in consumers’ home
networks continues to raise significant security and privacy concerns. While efforts to improve IoT device security are important,
the broad heterogeneity of devices and manufacturers necessitates
network-based controls to mitigate the effects of compromised devices. Recently proposed network access controls for IoT devices
provide great flexibility, but they require fine-grained policies that
are difficult to specify. This paper proposed a practical approach
to the problem. We categorized devices into controllers and noncontrollers and hypothesized that non-controllers only need to
communicate with controllers and cloud servers. We validated this
hypothesis using a public dataset of network traces of over 40 smart
home devices. We then proposed Hestia, which enforces this intuitive policy. Hestia only requires users to specify which devices
are controllers and introduces negligible performance overhead.
As such, Hestia provides an effective and practical way to provide
least-privilege access control in smart home networks.
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